Statistical mechanics of networks: Estimation and uncertainty
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Exponential random graph models (ERGMs) are powerful tools for formulating theoretical models of network generation or learning the properties of empirical networks. They can be used to construct models that exactly reproduce network properties of interest. However, tuning these models correctly requires computationally intractable maximization of the probability of a network of interest—maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). We discuss methods of approximate MLE and show that, though promising, simulation based methods pose difficulties in application because it is not known how much simulation is required. An alternative to simulation methods, maximum pseudolikelihood estimation (MPLE), is deterministic and has known asymptotic properties, but standard methods of assessing uncertainty with MPLE perform poorly. We introduce a resampling method that greatly outperforms the standard approach to characterizing uncertainty with MPLE. We also introduce ERGMs for dynamic networks—temporal ERGM (TERGM). In an application to modeling cosponsorship networks in the United States Senate, we show how recently proposed methods for dynamic network modeling can be integrated into the TERGM framework, and how our resampling method can be used to characterize uncertainty about network dynamics.
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\section{Introduction}

In work on the statistical mechanics of networks, probability models—families of probability distributions—are often derived to represent a mathematical feature of a network that has been observed empirically, is of theoretical importance, or both. Consider transitivity in a static network defined on a fixed set of vertices. Transitive networks are those in which edges are more likely to exist between vertices that share a neighbor than between those that do not share a neighbor. Burda et al.\cite{burda2010} develop a model that characterizes the transitivity in a static network defined on a fixed set of vertices. Considering dynamic networks, Grindrod and Parsons\cite{grindrod2004} derive a model to infer the temporal patterns of edge creation and elimination. Models that represent individual generative processes permit focused theoretical analysis and offer parsimonious descriptions of empirical networks. However, they may fall short of providing accurate models for complex real-world networks.

Moving beyond models built to represent or infer individual generative features of networks, exponential family random graph models (ERGMs), which were introduced to the physics literature by Park and Newman\cite{park2004}, can be specified to represent multiple processes that underly the probabilistic generation of a static directed or undirected network. ERGMs have seen recent application to topics in statistical mechanics\cite{park2009,adamic2010}. Building upon the theoretical presentation of the basic ERGM framework for static single networks in Ref.\cite{park2004}, we present exponential family models for time serial network data.
We also present general algorithms for fitting these models to network data and discuss critical limitations in existing algorithms’ abilities to capture uncertainty in the estimates. We then introduce a novel method, based on the nonparametric bootstrap [6], for appropriately summarizing uncertainty in estimates. The models and methods we present are illustrated through an application on cosponsorship networks in the United States Senate.

2. Exponential family models of networks

It is instructive to consider the probability of a particular configuration of a network (graph, denoted $G$) defined on a fixed set of $v$ vertices in an ERGM.

$$\mathcal{P}(G, \theta) = \frac{\exp[\theta \cdot x(G)]}{\sum_{G' \in \mathcal{G}} \exp[\theta' \cdot x(G')]}$$

where $\mathcal{G}$ is the set of all networks defined on $v$ vertices, $\theta \in \mathbb{R}^p$ is the vector-valued parameter of the ERGM, $\theta'$ is the transpose of $\theta$ (i.e., $\theta^T$), and $x$ is a $p$-vector-valued function of the network.$^1$ Note that $\theta \cdot x(G)$ – the dot product of the parameter vector and the vector of network statistics—is often referred to as the Hamiltonian of $G$, and the denominator of (1) is the partition function (also called a normalizing constant). In this model, each individual parameter value $\theta$ corresponds to an individual scalar-valued statistic ($x$) computed on the network. The parameter moderates how the corresponding feature of the network configuration effects the probability of that configuration. For instance, if $\theta$ is positive, and $x$ is the number of edges in the network, then the probability of a network configuration increases with the number of edges in the network.

The ERGM provides a simple and useful correspondence between measures of network features (e.g., clustering, homophily, reciprocity in a directed network) and the probability of a network. In constructing a probabilistic model of a network, the parameters separate out the influences of multiple processes on the generation of the network. In theoretical exercises, $\theta$ can be directly manipulated to control the direction and magnitude of the effect of network features on the frequency with which networks exhibiting those features are generated. For instance, to favor the generation of networks that do not exhibit clustering, a negative parameter value can be assigned to a statistic equal to the clustering coefficient $^7$ of the network. The ERGM can be, and often is, used to infer the effect of network features in generating empirically observed networks $^8$. Suppose $G_0$ is observed, $x$ is posited to be the vector of features that regulate the distribution from which $G_0$ was drawn, and $\theta_0 = \arg \max_\theta \mathcal{P}(G_0, \theta)$, then analysis of $\theta_0$ indicates the effects of each network feature, accounting for the effects of the other features included in $x$. This ability of the ERGM to separate out effects permits simultaneous consideration of generative determinants of a network’s structure. For example, the number of triangles – triples of vertices in which every vertex is a neighbor of the other two – is often used as a measure of transitivity in a network $^1$. Networks that tend to be very sparse will, based simply on general connectivity, tend to have fewer triangles than those that are very dense. Thus, adding statistics to $x$ that measure both the number of edges and the number of triangles permits inference on whether there is an unusually high or low number of triangles in $G_0$, given (i.e., accounting for) the number of edges in $G_0$.

A useful and precise relationship exists between $\theta_0$ and $G_0$ in the ERGM. If the probability of $G$ is $\mathcal{P}(G, \theta_0)$, then the expected value (i.e., vector-valued arithmetic mean) of $x(G)$ is equal to $x(G_0)$. In other words, parameterizing the ERGM with $x$ and the parameter values estimated/learned by maximizing the probability of a particular configuration of the network $G_0$ results in a distribution of networks in which the average network features are equal to the features of $G_0$. $^3$ This illustrates an additional advantage of using ERGMs: if parameter values are set equal to the maximum likelihood estimates computed on a network of interest, then the probabilistic model derived will generate networks that exhibit features that are, on average, equal to the features of the network of interest.

A class of models for network data that shares the form of (1), and thus shares the properties of ERGMs with respect to network features and MLEs, is the temporal exponential random graph model (TERGM) for modeling a time series of networks in which time is discrete $^9$. The network at time $t$ has an ERGM distribution in which $x$ includes functions of the network at time $t$ ($G^t$) and the $q$ preceding time points. The elements of $x$ that include both the current and previous networks can measure, for example, stability in the edges, delayed reciprocation, and delayed cluster formation. In the TERGM,

$$\mathcal{P}(G^t, \theta) = \frac{\exp[\theta \cdot x(G^t, G^{t-1}, \ldots, G^{t-q})]}{\sum_{G' \in \mathcal{G}^q} \exp \left[ \theta \cdot x \left( G'^q, G^{q-1}, \ldots, G^0 \right) \right]}.$$  $^2$

where $\mathcal{G}^q$ changes over $t$ with the set of vertices. $^2$ Given a series of observed, or theoretically interesting, networks of length $T \{G_0, \ldots, G_T\}$, let $\theta_0 = \arg \max_\theta \left[ \prod_{t=q+1}^T \mathcal{P}(G_t, \theta) \right]$.$^3$ Similar to the static ERGM, if the probability of $G^t$ is $\mathcal{P}(G^t, \theta_0)$.

$^1$ We use alternative notation for the transpose operation due to our use of a time superscript ($t$) throughout the article.

$^2$ Note that the TERGM takes the set of vertices, and how it changes over time, as given.

$^3$ An alternative to excluding the initial $k$ networks from the calculation is to specify an alternative distribution for them. This is what $^9$ suggest. Since a different distribution would be estimated for these networks, it is not clear that this approach improves upon dropping them from the analysis in estimating $\theta$.
m is the MCMC sample size

$v$ is the number of vertices in the network

$\theta^{(0)} = 0$ or $\theta^{(\text{MPLE})}$

$i = 0$

repeat

$i = i + 1$

draw $G \sim \mathcal{P}(G, \theta^{(i-1)})$ by MCMC, m networks with $v$ vertices

$\tilde{C}(\theta) = \ln \left( \sum_{j=1}^{m} \exp \left[ (\theta - \theta^{(i-1)}) \cdot x(G_j) \right] \right)$

$\theta^{(i)} = \arg \max_x \left[ \sum_{t=1}^{T} x(G_t) - \tilde{C}(\theta) \right]$

until convergence

---

Fig. 1. Estimation by MCMC-MLE.

then the expected value of $x(G_t, \theta^{(1)}, \ldots, \theta^{(m)})$ is $\frac{1}{m} \sum_{t=1}^{T} x(G_t, \theta^{(1)}, \ldots, \theta^{(m)})$ [9]. Thus, the TERGM parameterized with the MLEs derived from a series of network of interest will, on average, exhibit the average features of that series of networks.

3. Estimation

The above models probabilistically reproduce selected features of observed or otherwise interesting data when parameterized with maximum likelihood estimates computed on the data of interest. Unfortunately, direct maximum likelihood estimation is computationally intractable. This is due to the size of $\theta$. Note that the computation of the partition function requires the summation over all of the elements of $\theta$. If, for example, $G$ is undirected with 10 vertices, then $\theta$ contains $2^{\binom{10}{2}} = 35, 184, 372, 088, 832$ network configurations. Aside from special cases of exponential family graphical models for which parsimonious formulas for computing the partition function have been discovered [10], it is not computationally practical to directly compute $\mathcal{P}$ for all but small (i.e., < 10) vertex sets. Thus, in order to derive MLEs of a given network configuration of interest, the MLEs must be approximated.

Two approximation methods are prominent in the literature. The first is a simulation method: Markov chain Monte Carlo maximum likelihood estimation (MCMC-MLE) [11,12], which uses a sample of networks from a Markov chain to approximate the partition function in (1). The algorithm begins with a starting value for the parameter vector. The samples are drawn using the current estimate of the parameters, and new estimates are chosen to maximize the stochastically approximated likelihood function. The approximation and maximization procedures iterate until there is little change in the parameter estimates (i.e., convergence). We present pseudo-code for this algorithm in Fig. 1. A general MCMC-MLE procedure that can be used with multiple networks (e.g., a time series of networks), represents a minor adjustment to MCMC-MLE procedures designed for single networks [11,12] in that multiple samples – one for each network in the data – are taken at the approximation step [9].

The second approximation method is maximum pseudolikelihood estimation (MPLE) [13]. Suppose $G$ is composed of elements such that $G_{ij} = 1$ if vertex $i$ and $j$ share an edge and 0 otherwise. If $G$ is directed, then $G_{ij}$ is an indicator of an edge from $i$ to $j$. Instead of approximating the likelihood directly, MPLE replaces the joint likelihood of the elements of the network with the product over the conditional probability of each element given the rest of the network. The conditional probability of the $ij$th element of the network being 1 is

$$\pi_{ij}(\theta) = Pr(G_{ij} = 1 | G_{-ij}, \theta) = 1 / \left[ 1 + \exp(-\theta^T \delta_{ij}(x(G))) \right] ,$$

(3)

where $G_{-ij}$ indicates all elements of the network other than the $ij$ element and the expression $\delta_{ij}(x(G))$ is the vector of changes in $x(G)$ when $G_{ij}$ is toggled from 0 to 1, holding the rest of $G$ at the observed values [14]. A hill-climbing algorithm is then used to find

$$\arg \max_{\theta} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{(ij)} \ln \left[ \left( \pi_{ij}^{(t)}(\theta) \right)^{G_{ij}^{(t)}} \left( 1 - \pi_{ij}^{(t)}(\theta) \right)^{1-G_{ij}^{(t)}} \right] ,$$

(4)

where $T$ is the number of networks in the sample, and $(ij)$ denotes all pairs of vertices (i.e., all unordered pairs in an undirected network and ordered pairs in a directed network). Thus, the computation of the MPLE does not involve simulation. The MPLE has been shown to converge in probability to the MLE (i.e., the MPLE is a consistent estimator), meaning that it approaches the MLE in distribution as the size of the network being analyzed increases. [14,15].

There are two advantages to MCMC-MLE. First, the estimates converge to the MLE as the number of simulated networks increases. This means that the MCMC-MLE can be rendered arbitrarily similar to the MLE by increasing $m$. Second, in a simulation study, MCMC-MLE implemented with a sufficiently large $m$, was
shown to be more efficient (i.e., lower variance) than MPLE [16]. Indeed, MCMC-MLE has been favored in recent work with ERGMs, though not without exception (see, e.g., Refs. [17,18]).

The MCMC-MLE procedure, however, has limitations when compared to MPLE. First, it is never known, in practice, whether \( m \), the number of simulated networks used in the MCMC approximation, is sufficiently large to render MCMC-MLE more efficient than MPLE. Second, the realization of efficiency gains from MCMC-MLE over MPLE requires multiplicatively more simulation effort as the size of the network(s) increases. This is because, due to its consistency, the performance of the MPLE improves with the size of the network. Thus, in order to maintain a particular level of relative efficiency of the MCMC-MLE to the MPLE, additional simulations of a larger network are required (i.e., \( m \) in Fig. 1 must be increased with larger \( v \)). The problem is that, as the volume of data being analyzed increases, the computational burden of realizing the benefits offered by MCMC-MLE can be prohibitive. We illustrate this point in a simulation study below.

4. Uncertainty

When data arise probabilistically, and the model that generated the data is unknown, there is always some degree of uncertainty when inferring the parameters of the model based on the data. Suppose, for instance, we are interested in inferring a parameter in an ERGM that corresponds to a statistic measuring the reciprocity in a directed network (e.g., the number of symmetric dyads \( ij \) in which there is an edge from \( i \) to \( j \) and one from \( j \) to \( i \)). If the observed network exhibits a high reciprocity statistic, it is unlikely that it was drawn from an ERGM with a non-positive reciprocity parameter. However, the likelihood of a non-positive reciprocity parameter is not zero, as all networks can be observed under any parameterization. So it is useful to be able to accurately assess this likelihood. When testing theory about the parameter values that generated an observed network, it is important to be able to make precise and accurate statements summarizing uncertainty about the parameter values. The sampling distribution of an estimator is the distribution of the estimator over multiple samples of data from the same population. In order to make precise and accurate statements about uncertainty, we require a method for computing the sampling distribution of the estimator used to arrive at the parameter estimates [19].

The sampling distribution of the MLE of exponential family random graph models is multivariate normal with mean vector equal to the MLE and variance equal to the inverse of the negative Hessian matrix \((-\mathbf{H}^{-1})\) of the log-likelihood function at the MLE [16]. Confidence intervals, intervals intended to cover some percentage of the sampling distribution, are typically used to test theory about the parameters of a model. For instance, if a 95% confidence interval for some parameter estimate contains only positive values, this is strong evidence against the hypothesis that the true parameter is not positive. As mentioned above, the MPLE provides a consistent approximation of the MLE. However, \((-\mathbf{H}^{-1})\) of the log-pseudolikelihood function computed at the MPLE underestimates the variance of the MLE [16]. This means that summarizing uncertainty using \((-\mathbf{H}^{-1})\) results in an underestimate of the width of confidence intervals. When confidence intervals are constructed accurately, an \(\alpha\)% confidence interval will contain the true parameter value \(\alpha\)% of the time. Constructing confidence intervals for the MPLE using \((-\mathbf{H}^{-1})\) can result in 95% confidence intervals that only contain the true parameter value less than 75% of the time [16]. Because their use derives from the facts that (a) the MPLE is computed using logistic regression software, and (b) the use of \((-\mathbf{H}^{-1})\) is the default for estimating the sampling variance in most logistic regression software, we refer to these confidence intervals as “logistic regression confidence intervals”.

We render MPLE more useful for probabilistic modeling of networks by deriving a bootstrap method for constructing consistent confidence intervals. Our algorithm is designed for data structures in which multiple networks are under study.\(^4\) The networks are assumed to be independent or conditionally independent of each other. This includes the \(k\)-order Markov conditional independence assumption in the TERGM (see Ref. [9]).

Our bootstrapped MPLE algorithm works as follows. Let \(\hat{\Theta}_s\) be a sample of \(s\) estimates of \(\theta\) constructed by computing \(\hat{\Theta}\) on \(s\) samples of \(n\) networks drawn with replacement from \(\{G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_n\}\). It is important to note that networks are resampled without disturbing the configurations within the networks. We establish that this algorithm consistently estimates the confidence intervals of the MLE by showing that the MPLE is a multivariate \(M\)-estimator,\(^5\) since it has been demonstrated that bootstrap resampling of multivariate observations results in consistent estimates of the confidence intervals of any consistent multivariate \(M\)-estimator [19]. Let \(h\) be any scalar-valued function of the data \(G\) and the vector-valued parameter \(\theta\). Any estimator \(\hat{\theta}\) that solves the equation

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\partial h(G_i, \hat{\theta})}{\partial \hat{\theta}} = 0,
\]

is an \(M\)-estimator [19]. We note that the MPLE is such an \(M\)-estimator with

\[
h(G, \theta) = \sum_{(i,j)} \ln \left[ \frac{\pi_{ij}(\theta)}{G_{ij}} \left( 1 - \pi_{ij}(\theta) \right)^{1-G_{ij}} \right].
\]

\(^4\) This method is similar to bootstrap methods designed for hierarchical models (see e.g., Refs. [20,21]).

\(^5\) \(M\)-estimators [22] are a class of robust estimators computed by minimizing the sums of functions of the data. Both maximum likelihood estimation and least squares estimation are special cases of \(M\)-estimation.
Thus, the bootstrap sample of MPLEs provides a consistent estimate of confidence intervals for the MPLE, as long as resampling is conducted with respect to the networks and not the individual elements of the networks. The sample of bootstrap estimates provides an approximation to the sampling distribution of the pseudolikelihood estimator that does not rely on the inappropriate assumption that the maximum pseudolikelihood estimator is equivalent to the MLE.

5. Monte Carlo validation

5.1. Finite sample performance of confidence intervals

The theoretical result motivating our bootstrap method is that the MPLE is a consistent estimator of \( \theta \), a result that renders the bootstrap a consistent estimator of \( \theta \)'s sampling distribution. This is an asymptotic result that must be vetted in a finite-sample setting. To this end, we conduct a simulation study to assess the applicability of the consistency result for the bootstrap method in a finite sample. Our simulation study evaluates the bootstrap method on a TERGM.

The TERGM is applied to an artificial time series of 25 undirected networks, each with 25 vertices.\(^6\) The \( x \) used to parameterize the TERGM are drawn directly from the literature. We include a count of the number of edges in the network (Edge)\(^10\)

\[
\sum_{(ij)} G_{ij}^{(t)},
\]

a count of the number or “two-stars” in the network (2Star)\(^10\)

\[
\sum_{(ij)} \sum_{(jk) \neq (i)} G_{ij}^{(t)} G_{kj}^{(t)},
\]

where the notation \((jk) \neq (i)\) indicates all pairs of vertices that do not include the vertex \( i \). We also include the number of triangles (Tri)\(^1\)

\[
\sum_{(ijk)} G_{ij}^{(t)} G_{ik}^{(t)} G_{jk}^{(t)},
\]

and a count of the number of stable elements of the network from \( t - 1 \) to \( t \) (AR1)\(^9\)

\[
\sum_{(ij)} G_{ij}^{(t)} G_{ij}^{(t-1)} + (1 - G_{ij}^{(t)}) (1 - G_{ij}^{(t-1)}).
\]

The last network statistic included in the Hamiltonian is referred to as a “dyadic covariate” (\( X \)) in the literature on social network analysis with the ERGM\(^{23}\). A dyadic covariate is a feature that is valued for each pair of vertices. For instance, in a legislative network\(^{24}\), an example of a dyadic covariate is an indicator of whether two legislators are of the same political party. A dyadic covariate \( X^{(i)} \) effects the average edge values in the network through the statistic

\[
\sum_{(ij)} G_{ij}^{(t)} X_{ij}^{(t)}.
\]

When the parameter corresponding to this statistic is positive, then the mean value of \( G_{ij} \) increases with \( X_{ij} \)\(^{23}\). The parameter values are set at \(-0.25, -0.2, 0.5, 1, \) and \( 0 \) respectively.\(^7\) In each case 1000 resamples are used in the bootstrapping.\(^8\) For each model, the simulation study consists of 500 iterations.\(^9\)

The results, presented in Fig. 2, do not show evidence that the MPLE is biased (i.e., different from the true value, on average). Also, the coverage probability (i.e., the proportion of the simulations in which the interval covers the true value) of the 95% bootstrap confidence intervals, given by the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the bootstrap sample of MPLEs, is very close to 0.95. In most cases, the coverage probability of the bootstrap technique is an order of magnitude closer to 0.95 than that of the logistic regression confidence intervals. These results provide evidence that the bootstrap technique offers a way to take advantage of the consistency of the MPLE, while maintaining the validity of confidence intervals.

---

\(^6\) We select the size of the networks simulated in our experiments such that the TERGM data are slightly smaller than those that appear in our application below. Since, due to the convergence of the MPLE in the size of the network, the properties of the method will improve as the network size increases. We can, thus, be confident that the performance of the MPLE in our empirical application will be at least as good as the performance in our simulation study. To simulate the time series, we first initiate the network with a random Bernoulli graph. To eliminate the effect of initial conditions, we draw a series of 1000 networks where each network is conditional upon the previous network. The Metropolis Hastings algorithm given by Snijders\(^{12}\) is used to draw each network conditioned on the previous network. The last 25 networks in the series of 1000 gives one series in the Monte Carlo study. This simulation process is repeated 500 times in the Monte Carlo study.

\(^7\) We select parameter values on a comparable scale to those estimated in the cosponsorship application below.

\(^8\) The results of our experiments are unaffected if we use 5000 instead.

\(^9\) The number 500 permits less than a 3% margin of error in assessing the coverage probability close to 0.95. All computations, in both the simulation study and the applications, are performed in the R statistical environment. Code and data necessary to replicate our results are available upon request.
Fig. 2. Monte Carlo results. Box plots of the iteration-wise bias (\( \hat{\theta} - \theta \)) over the 500 iterations in the Monte Carlo study are given in the first plot. The second plot gives the empirical coverage probability of 95% confidence intervals. The dashed-gray lines in the coverage probability plots are placed at the 0.05-level critical values of a two-sided binomial test of the null hypothesis that the true coverage probability is 0.95.

5.2. Relative Efficiency of MCMC-MLE and MPLE

The advantage in estimating parameters by MCMC-MLE lies in the greater efficiency of MCMC-MLE when the number of simulated networks used to approximate the likelihood (\( m \)) is set sufficiently high. Here, we illustrate two properties of the MCMC-MLE compared to the MPLE with a simulation study. First, it is possible to set the number of draws low enough for the MPLE to be more efficient than the MCMC-MLE. Second, and perhaps more troubling for the practical implementation of MCMC-MLE, the larger the network, the larger \( m \) must be in order for MCMC-MLE to out-perform MPLE.

We use a simple example to illustrate these features of MCMC-MLE. The model we use to study the two algorithms is the exponential random graph model (ERGM) parameterized with edges, two-stars, and triangles. We held the parameter values at 0.25, −0.5, and 0.25 respectively and ran the simulation study with MCMC sample sizes of 50, 100, 200, 400, and 800, and with undirected networks of 50, 75, 125, 200, and 300 vertices. We ran each of the 25 conditions, five MCMC sample sizes times five network sizes, for 500 iterations each, using the \texttt{ergm} package in R to compute both the MPLE and the MCMC-MLE [25].

The results from the simulation study are depicted in Fig. 3. We evaluate the two estimators based on root mean squared error (RMSE). The RMSE combines both bias and variance into an overall measure of the average accuracy of an estimator. The RMSE of the estimator \( \hat{\theta} \) is

\[
\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{500} (\theta - \hat{\theta})^2}.
\]

The RMSE of MCMC-MLE decreases as the number of draws in the approximation of the partition function increases. It is possible to set the number of draws in the MCMC high enough such that MCMC-MLE out-performs MPLE. However, the number of draws necessary for MCMC-MLE to out perform MPLE is larger in larger networks. For instance, in this parameterization, MCMC-MLE with \( m = 50 \) has a lower RMSE than MPLE with a network of 75 vertices. With a network of 300 vertices, \( m \) must be set four-fold higher, to 200, in order for MCMC-MLE to have a lower RMSE than MPLE. We note that it is not overly burdensome to run MCMC-MLE with 200 iterations on a network of 300 vertices, but for large network datasets that are observed longitudinally (e.g., Facebook), it may be prohibitively difficult to scale up MCMC-MLE such that gains over MPLE are realized.

6. Cosponsorship in the US Senate

Networks among legislators in the US Congress have been studied in physics recently (see, e.g., Refs. [24,26,27]). Here, we study the cosponsorship network in the US Senate [28] using a TERGM, as was done in the original article developing the TERGM [9]. Every piece of legislation in the US Congress has a single sponsor, and every other legislator may sign on as a cosponsor. An edge from vertex (i.e., senator) \( i \) to \( j \) in the cosponsorship network is created when senator \( i \) cosponsors legislation sponsored by \( j \) [9,28]. We contribute beyond the results of Ref. [9] by analyzing the forecast performance of the TERGM and showing how the method for analyzing dynamic networks proposed by Grindrod and Parsons [2] can be approximated using a TERGM.

The time period in our analysis is the two year congress. We train the models on the 99th–107th Senates, and use the estimates to forecast the 108th.\(^{10}\) The Hamiltonian in the TERGM is parameterized with statistics used by Hanneke, Fu, and

---

\(^{10}\) Data are available at \url{http://jhfowler.ucsd.edu/cosponsorship.htm}. Technically, we use data beginning with the 93rd Senate. But, since our approximation of the method in Ref. [2] requires the use of histories from 6 previous networks, we condition on 93–98, and do not use these as outcome networks in the TERGMs.
Fig. 3. Simulation results. The y-axis gives the log of the ratio of the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the MCMC-MLE to that of the MPLE. Values below zero indicate MCMC-MLE has a lower RMSE. The number of iterations in the MCMC component of MCMC-MLE are depicted on the x-axis.

Table 1
Features in the TERGM Hamiltonian.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edges</td>
<td>$\sum_{ij} G_{ij}^{(t)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocity</td>
<td>$\sum_{ij} G_{ij}^{(t)} G_{ji}^{(t-1)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same party*</td>
<td>$\sum_{ij} G_{ij}^{(t)} X_{ij}^{(t)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability</td>
<td>$\sum_{ij} \left( G_{ij}^{(t)} G_{ij}^{(t-1)} + (1-G_{ij}^{(t)}) (1-G_{ij}^{(t-1)}) \right)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popularity</td>
<td>$\sum_{ij} \sum_{(k \neq i)} G_{ij}^{(t)} G_{ik}^{(t-1)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generosity</td>
<td>$\sum_{ij} \sum_{(k \neq i)} G_{ij}^{(t)} G_{jk}^{(t-1)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitivity</td>
<td>$\sum_{ij} \sum_{(k \neq i)} G_{ij}^{(t)} G_{jk}^{(t-1)} G_{kj}^{(t-1)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse transitivity</td>
<td>$\sum_{ij} \sum_{(k \neq i)} G_{ij}^{(t)} G_{kj}^{(t-1)} G_{jk}^{(t-1)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-supporting</td>
<td>$\sum_{ij} \sum_{(k \neq i)} G_{ij}^{(t)} G_{ik}^{(t-1)} G_{jk}^{(t-1)}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $X_{ij} = 1$ if i and j are of the same political party and 0 otherwise.

Xing in their analysis of Senate cosponsorship network [9], which model dependence between consecutive time periods. These statistics are summarized in Table 1.

Histograms of the parameter estimates from 1000 bootstrap resamples of the MPLE are given in Fig. 4. Evaluation of the bootstrap confidence intervals indicates that we have selected appropriate features for inclusion in the TERGM. For every feature but Edges, the 95% bootstrap confidence interval does not contain zero. This gives us a high degree of confidence that most of the statistics we have included have non-zero effects on the distribution of the Senate cosponsorship network. The effect of Same Party is the largest in magnitude at approximately 0.8. This can be interpreted by considering the relative likelihood of observing two hypothetical instances of the cosponsorship network. Consider two network configurations $G_1$ and $G_2$ that are equal on every feature besides Same Party. Specifically, assume $G_1$ has one more within-party edge than $G_2$. According to our estimates, we are $\exp(0.8) \approx 2.226$ times as likely to observe $G_1$ as we are $G_2$. This effect is consistent with the findings of Zhang et al. [24], who also identify a higher propensity for edges to form within parties than across
parties. They show that, from the 96th–108th Congresses, communities in the cosponsorship network defined along party lines exhibit modularity near to the maximum identified with unconstrained community identification.

Since Hanneke et al. [9] also study evolution of the Senate cosponsorship network, it is instructive to compare our results to theirs. In particular, we study Congress-to-Congress evolution of the network, whereas Hanneke, Fu, and Xing analyze evolution within a single Congress. There are a couple of differences between our results and theirs. Hanneke, Fu, and Xing find a negative effect of Transitivity and a positive effect of Reverse Transitivity. We find the opposite. Also, they find a positive effect of Cosupporting where we find a negative effect. All three of these features represent forms of directed triadic closure (i.e., edges exist between each pair of vertices in a triad). Since triad closure is most commonly associated with clustering in networks [1,7], the fact that we find fewer positive effects from triadic closure statistics might be indicative of weaker clustering across Congresses than within Congresses. This is logical given that ‘communities’ are likely driven by coalition formation around specific pieces of legislation or legislative agendas [29], which will be more cohesive within a Congress than across Congresses.

Another way to determine whether the TERGM is an appropriate model is to compare its forecast performance to an alternative dynamic model. Grindrod and Parsons [2] present a model of edge creation and elimination where the status of an edge at the current time point depends upon the most recent span of its history. Specifically, the probability that an edge no longer exists at time $t$ depends upon how long the edge has existed up to $t$, and the probability that an edge is created at time $t$ depends upon how long it was absent prior to $t$. Though the model will not have the same exact functional form as the one in Ref. [2], these edge creation and elimination functions can be flexibly modeled within the TERGM framework. We do this by conditioning the current edges in the network on whether the edge has existed (or not existed) for 0 periods (i.e., $i$ and $j$ were not both in the previous Senate), 1 period or more, 2 periods or more, through 6 periods or more. We stopped at six periods because, empirically, the creation and loss functions flattened-out after five periods – a point we
revisit momentarily. The Hamiltonian of the edge-history TERGM is

$$\sum_{(ij)} G_{ij}^{(t)} \left[ \lambda + \sum_{k=1}^{6} \alpha_k \prod_{r=1}^{k} G_{ij}^{(t-r)} + \sum_{k=1}^{6} \gamma_k \prod_{r=1}^{k} \left( 1 - G_{ij}^{(t-r)} \right) \right],$$

where $\lambda$ determines the probability of an edge in the first period that $i$ and $j$ are both in the network, $\alpha_k$ changes this probability to reflect the probability of an edge given that an edge has existed between $i$ and $j$ for at least the $k$ previous periods, and $\gamma_k$ changes this probability to reflect the probability of an edge given that an edge has not existed between $i$ and $j$ for at least the $k$ previous periods. Because the probability of an edge at time $t$ depends only upon its history (i.e., independent of the other edges [2]), the probability of an edge from $i$ to $j$ at time $t$ can be computed without reference to the other edges in the network, and is

$$\left( 1 + \exp \left( - \left[ \lambda + \sum_{k=1}^{6} \alpha_k \prod_{r=1}^{k} G_{ij}^{(t-r)} + \sum_{k=1}^{6} \gamma_k \prod_{r=1}^{k} \left( 1 - G_{ij}^{(t-r)} \right) \right] \right) \right)^{-1}.$$

The individual parameter estimates are less interesting than the relevant probability functions – the probability of edge loss given previous existence, and the probability of edge creation given previous absence. Using the bootstrap method, we can (a) estimate these functions, and (b) construct confidence intervals for them by computing the relevant probabilities using each set of parameters derived in the bootstrap resampling. Fig. 5 gives the estimated edge creation and edge loss functions along with 95% confidence regions around the probabilities of edge creation and loss derived from 1000 bootstrap iterations. We see that the probability of an edge being terminated decreases at a fairly constant rate of approximately 0.05 for every Senate that the edge has existed up to four Senates, and then levels out at 0.075 thereafter. In contrast, the probability of edge creation decreases dramatically from 0.65 in the first Senate that two senators are both in the Senate, to 0.2 after two Senates in which both have been members but have not shared an edge. As noted above, both the edge creation and edge loss functions level out after about five periods. Our final exercise with this application is to compare the forecast accuracy of the TERGM with single period dependence features (TERGM) to that of the edge history TERGM (EdgeHist). Recall that the models reported above were trained on the 99th–107th Senates. We use the models estimated above to simulate 1000 draws of the cosponsorship network in the 108th Senate. The forecast accuracy of the models is assessed with respect to their ability to predict (a) the value of each edge, (b) the total degree (i.e., total number of in-coming and out-going edges).
of each Senator, and (c) the graph transitivity of the entire network. The graph transitivity is

\[ \frac{\sum_{(i)\sum_{(j,k\neq i)}} G_{ij}G_{ik}G_{kj}}{\sum_{(i)\sum_{(j,k\neq i)}} G_{ik}G_{kj}} \]

which is the number of transitive triples in the network, divided by the potential number of transitive triples [30]. Considering these three measures, we compare the models’ performances along edge, vertex and graph level indices.

We compare the two main models of interest to three additional models. As a baseline, we consider the simple Erdös–Rényi (i.e., Bernoulli) graph where the probability of an edge is constant and set equal to the proportion of edges in the training networks (ErdosRenyi). This is a particularly parsimonious model in that it is given by a single parameter – the probability of an edge. The second model is a highly parameterized TERGM where the Hamiltonian is equal to the sum of the Hamiltonians from the other two TERGMs (Combined). The third additional model we include fixes the degree distribution of the network (Degree). This model places equal probability on each graph with the same in- and out-degree distributions as the training network. We use the 107th Senate, a popular baseline model in the literature on community detection [31], as the training network. It is given by an ERG distribution with Hamiltonian equal to \( \ln(\kappa(G, G^0)) \), where \( \kappa(G, G^0) = 1 \) if \( G \) has the same degree distribution as the training network \( G^0 \) and 0 otherwise. Fig. 6 gives box plots of the mean absolute difference of the forecast statistics computed on the 1000 simulated networks and the statistics computed on the 108th Senate cosponsorship network.
The edge history and single year dependence TERGMs perform comparably in the forecast experiment. The dependence TERGM is the best performing model when it comes to predicting edge values and the graph transitivity, but the edge history model performs best at predicting the degree of Senators. The dependence TERGM shows a slight edge in that it is the only model that out-performs the Erdős–Rényi and fixed degree distribution model on each metric. The combined model does not perform well – indicating that just combining the dependence Hamiltonian with the edge history Hamiltonian constitutes over-fitting [32].

7. Conclusion

Exponential family random graph models and their time serial extensions can be used to model networks with many interesting generative properties. Tuning of these models requires the maximization of the likelihood function. The (typically) intractable partition function necessitates the use of approximation methods to accomplish this task. MPLE represents an alternative to simulation methods that is computationally efficient, deterministic, and offers a consistent estimator.

The major drawback to the conventional implementation of MPLE is that confidence intervals are biased downward, meaning they overstate certainty in the parameter estimates. This can result in poor inferences about the processes generating networks of interest. We proposed a method by which the nonparametric bootstrap can be used to construct consistent confidence intervals for the MPLE and examined its efficacy. In a Monte Carlo study, we found that the method works well in finite samples.

We also introduced ERGM for dynamic networks, TERGM, to the physics literature. We illustrated the utility of the bootstrap method, as well as the flexibility of the TERGM, on cosponsorship networks in the US Senate. We showed how recently proposed methods for modeling network dynamics can be integrated into the TERGM framework and how the bootstrap can be used to characterize uncertainty about the process generating the empirical networks. These methods are useful in statistical mechanics in that they can be used to (1) construct and train models that represent different and multiple generative processes, (2) directly compare alternative models based on forecast accuracy, and (3) accurately characterize uncertainty about the estimates derived from empirical observation.

Looking forward, several extensions of the ERGM would be valuable. First, improvements in estimation routines that could allow for ERGM analysis of large networks is a natural next step. Furthermore, an extension of the ERGM/TERGM methods to handle weighted networks [33]– networks in which edges can assume multiple values, as they are currently limited to discrete-valued networks, would greatly expand the range of network systems that may be modeled using this technology. Because the space that an MCMC-MLE estimation routine would have to explore to estimate an exponential family random graph model on a valued network will be much larger than for binary networks (how much larger would depend on the granularity of the edge weighting), we suspect that MPLE will be a fruitful estimation strategy for such models. The bootstrap method we proposed could be directly applied to MPLE of an ERGM with weighted edges.
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11 It may appear odd that the fixed degree distribution model performs poorly on the degree forecast metric. However, recall that this metric measures the model’s ability to predict the specific degree of each vertex, not the degree distribution overall (i.e., it is a vertex-level, not a graph-level metric).